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Assessment Test-2 APTITUDE & REASONING for Final Year B.Tech students of all branches seeking admission 

into COCUBES training programme sponsored by the Management. 

   

All questions carry equal marks:                                                                               Maximum marks: 20 

 

1. The age of father 3 years ago was 7 times the age of his son. At present 7 times the age of his son. At present the 

age of father’s age is five times that of his son. What is the present age of son? 

a) 3 yrs   b)9yrs   c)6 yrs   d)7 yrs    

2. At present the age of the father is five times that of the age of his son. Three years hence the father’s age would be 

four times that of his son. Find the present age of father? 

a) 28 yrs   b)45 yrs  c)40 yrs   d)35 yrs   

3. Find the HCF of 2/3,8/9,16/81,10/27 

A)  2/80   b)3/5   c)2/81   d)none    

4. Find the greatest number which divides 690, 875 which leaves the remainders 10, 25? 

a) 150   b) 160   c)170   d)190    

5. 125, 80, 45, 20, ? 

a) 5   b)15   c)25   d)35    

6. In a mixture 60 liters, the ratio of milk and water 2:1.if the ratio is to be 1:2.The quantity of water further to be 

added is? 

a) 30   b)20   c)40   d)60    

7. Milk and water are in 3 containers A,B and C are in the ratio of 1:5,3:5,5:7, their capacity are in the ratio 5:4:5.if 

all these mixed together. Find the resultant ratio of milk and water?            

a) 53:116   b)53:115 c)50:100              d)53:117    

8. A earns 33 1/3% more than that of B, how much Percent does B earn less than that of A? 

a) 25   b)35   c)45   d)55    

9. A’s salary is 20% less than B’s salary, by how much percent of B’s salary more than A’s salary? 

a) 15   b)25   c)55   d)65    

10. 8% of X = 4% of Y then 20% of X is what?          

a) 10%of y  b) 20%of y  c) 30%of y  d) 50%of y    

11. How many pairs of letter are there in the word BUCKET which has as many letters between them in the word as 

in the alphabet? 

a) 3   b)2   c)4   d)8   

12. Two letters in the word PRESENCE have as many letters between them in the word ad in the alphabet and in the 

same order. Which one of the two letters comes earlier in the alphabet? 

a) 2   b)4   c)6   d)9   

[13-16]There are 8 persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H playing on circular table. A is neighboring with B and F.D 

seated between B and has well as opposite to C.E is on the alternate seat of C. There is one person between E and C. 

 

13. Who is opposite to F? 

a) A   b)H   c)G   d)C    

14. Who is between D and E? 

a) C   b)H   c)B   d)G    

15. Who are the neighbors of B? 

a) A,D   b)H,E   c)G,C   d)C,F    

16. Who is opposite to G? 

a) A   b)C   c)G   d)B    



17. Pointing to a lady Ravi said,”she is the only daughter of the father of my sister’s brother” How is she related to 

Ravi? 

a) sister in law  b)mother  c)brother  d)sister    

18. John introduces Mary as the daughter of the only son of my father’s wife. How is Mary related to John? 

a) nephew  b)niece   c)daughter  d)brother    

19. If “TOM KUN SUD “is coded as “DOGS ARE BARKING “. “KUN JO MOP “coded as “DOGS AND HORSES 

“. Then   what is code for “DOG “? 

a) KUN   b)SUD   c)TOM   d)MOP   

20. If “BRING ME A PENCIL “is coded as “SUN JON TON DON “. “BRING ME A PEN “is coded as “PIN TON   

SUN JON “Then what is the coded for PEN?         

a) SUN   b)TON   c)JON   d)PIN    

Assessment Test-2 (Objective English) for Final Year B.Tech students of all branches seeking admission into 

COCUBES training programme sponsored by the Management. 

 

All questions carry equal marks                                                                                                      Maximum marks.20 

 

 

I. In each of the following questions, out of the given alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the meaning   

of the word in capitals. 

1.   1.SPORADIC rise in his temperature has caused us much worry 

a)  Frequent   b) irksome    c) irregular  d) scattered 

2. He was DISSMISSED from service because they found him dishonest. 

a)  Prevented   b) removed   c) retired  d) stopped 

3. A bone got stuck in his GULLET 

a)  Stomach   b) molars   c) chest   d) throat 

4. I have told him MANY times not to do that  

a)  Several   b) unlimited   c) endless  d) numberless         

e) Infinite 

II. In each of the following questions, out of the alternatives, choose the one which best express the opposite 

meaning of the word in capitals. 

5. Anarchy EMERGES out of the wars of succession  

a)  disappears   b)  sinks    c)  falls   d)  drowns 

6. The committee set about making PROVISIONAL arrangements for the annual conference. 

a)  Unconditional  b) abiding   c) permanent  d) lasting 

7. His VINDICIVE nature often came up for comment among his friends. 

a)  Timid   b) obedient   c) forgiving  d) forgetful 

8. RECESSION causes unemployment 

a)  Poverty   b) computerization  c) education  d) inflation 

III. In one of the following questions, out of the four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the 

given sentence/group of words. 

9. A process involving too much official formality. 

a)  Nepotism   b) Diplomacy   c) Red-tapism  d) Bureaucracy 

Iv. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with the right forms of verbs. 

10. Don’t disturb me. I__________ 

a) Will be reading  b) would read   c) was reading  d) am reading 

11. He wanted to go yesterday but he________not 

a) Did    b) could   c) might  d) would 

 

 



V.In each of the following questions, find out which part of the sentence has an error. If there is no mistake, the 

answer is “No error” 

12. Even now when I see the spot a)/I am reminded of an unique incident b)/but took place several years ago c)/no error d) 

13. As soon as the teacher entered a)/everyone fell b)/in a silence c)/No error d) 

VI. Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to make the sentence meaningfully 

complete. 

14. Every day, in the school, one period is ______ to games, sports and physical exercise. 

a)  Entrusted   b) dedicated   c) conceded  d) devoted  

VII. Select the lettered pair that has same relationship as the original pair of words. 

15. Identity: Anonymity 

a)  Flaw: perfection  b) careless: mistake  c) Truth: lie  d) Fear: joy 

 

VIII. Read the following passage carefully and the answer the questions: 

It was clear that to climb Annapurna the right men had to be sufficiently high upon the mountain to make their attempt on 

the peak while still fresh and strong. To ensure that a chain of high camps must be established and the greater part of the 

work done by the Sherpa, so that the mountaineers would not tire themselves before they were in a position to attack the 

peak. Like all other expeditions to the Himalayas, the Frenchmen were to realize the value of the hardy mountain people, 

without whom they would soon find themselves too helpless to achieve their goal. 

 

16. Annapurna must be the name of  

a)  A mountain scape       b) A mountain chain c) A mountain summit d) A mountain pass  

17. To make the final attempt to climb Annapurna, the work that was to be done first was.  

a)  To have station built on a high position of the mountain. 

b)  To have the greater part of the work done by the Sherpa 

c)  To realize the nature of the hardy mountain people   

d)  To remain fresh and strong. 

18. The work of establishing a chain of high camps had to be mainly done by the Sherpa because  

a)  The Sherpa were particularly skilled        

b)  The Sherpa were particularly hardy     

c)  The mountaineers had to preserve their energy    

d)  The mountaineers had to maintain their superior status. 

19. In the given context the expression” to attack the peak “means 

a)  To begin to climb the peak desperately      

b)  To begin the final phase of climbing the peak with all vigours.  

c)  To rush upon the peak 

d)  To use all force to climb the peak    

20. The author is of the opinion that the French expedition would fail 

a)  If the mountaineers did not establish a chain of high camps        

b)  If the mountaineers failed to realize the nature of the Sherpa     

c)  If the mountaineers did not remain fresh and strong.   

d)  If the mountaineers were deserted by the Sherpa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Assessment Test-2 (Core Subject) for Final Year B.Tech students of all branches seeking admission into 

COCUBES training programme sponsored by the Management. 

 

1. A declaration float a, b; occupies ___ of memory 

 

A) 1 byte  

B) 4 bytes  

C) 8 bytes  

D) 16 bytes 

 

2. Continue statement is used  

 

A) to go to the next iteration in a loop  

B) come out of a loop  

C) exit and return to the main function  

D) restarts iterations from beginning of loop 
 

3. What will be output if you will compile and execute the following c code? 

#include<stdio.h>  

#define x 5+2 

int main(){ 

int i; 

i=x*x*x; 

printf("%d",i); 

return 0; 

} 

A) 343 

B) 27 

C) 133 

D) Compiler error 

 

4. Which of the following is the highest class in the event delegation model? 

A) java.util.EventListner 

B) java.util.EventObject 

C)  java.util.AWTEvent 

D)  java.util.event.AWTEvent 

 



5. To avoid the race condition, the number of processes that may be simultaneously inside their 

critical section is 

A) 8 

B) 1 

C) 16 

D) 0 

6. Process is 

A) program in High level language kept on disk 

B) contents of main memory 

C) a program in execution 

D) a job in secondary memory 

7. A goal of data mining includes which of the following? 

A) To explain some observed event or condition 

B) To confirm that data exists 

C) To analyze data for expected relationships 

D) To create a new data warehouse 

8. A star schema has what type of relationship between a dimension and fact table? 

A) Many-to-many 

B) One-to-one 

C) One-to-many 

D) All of the above. 

9. The primary key is selected from the: 

A) composite keys 

B) determinants 

C) candidate keys 

D) foreign keys 

10. How long is an IPv6 address? 

 

A) 32 bits 

B) 128 bytes 

C) 64 bits 

D) 128 bits 

 

 



11. What are the two main types of access control lists (ACLs)?   

1. Standard  

2. IEEE  

3. Extended  

4. Specialized 

A) 1 and 3 

B) 2 and 4 

C) 3 and 4 

D) 1 and 2 

 

12. You have 10 users plugged into a hub running 10Mbps half-duplex. There is a server connected to 

the switch running 10Mbps half-duplex as well. How much bandwidth does each host have to the 

server? 

 

A) 100 kbps 

B) 1 Mbps 

C) 2 Mbps 

D) 10 Mbps 

 

13. In a one-to-many relationship, the entity that is on the one side of the relationship is called a(n) 

________ entity. 

  

A) Parent 

B) Child 

C) Instance 

D) Subtype 

 

14. A recursive relationship is a relationship between an entity and ________. 

 
A) Itself 

B) A subtype entity 

C) An archetype entity 

D) An instance entity 

 

15. Which command is used to display the top of the file? 

 

A) Cat 

B) Head 

C) More 

D) Grep 

 

 

 

 

 

 



16. Which of the following commands is used to obtain a list of all files by modification time? 

 

A) ls -1 

B) ls –t 

C) ls –i 

D) ls –R 

 

17. To avoid the race condition, the number of processes that may be simultaneously inside their 

critical section is 

 
A) 8 

B) 1 

C) 16 

D) 0 

 

 

18. Process is 

 

A) program in High level language kept on disk 

B) contents of main memory 

C) a program in execution 

D) a job in secondary memory 

 

19. Each of data files has a _____ that describe the way the data is stored in the file. 

 

A) File structure 

B) Records 

C) Fields 

D) Database 

 

20. What does C++ append to the end of a string literal constant? 

 

A) a space 

B) a number sign (#) 

C) an asterisk (*) 

D) a null character 

 

 


